
12. The blood is changed, leukocytosis induced,
opsonic index raised, purification promoted, hemoglobin
increased, corpuscles enriched and the alkalinity made
greater by these applications.

13. Many methods may be employed, but tonic (cold)
hydrotherapy, followed by reaction, is the aim and
object to be achieved. These may be both general and
local.

14. Tonic (cold) hydrotherapy when properly u^'t\
restores and maintains neural health as well as general
betterment of the bodily functions.

15. It increases drug absorption and distribution, and
enhances their physiologic action and therapeutic possi-
bilities.

16. It belongs to scientilic medicine and should take
its place alongside of the oilier valuable medical and
surgical methods that form the physician's armamen-
tarium.

115 West Chestnut Street.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
D:i. f!. Button Massey, Philadelphia: I do not like the

term "fatigue neurosis" for these conditions. The word
"fatigue" in this connection is unfortunate because it lias
caused the society belle to think that all she has to do is
to go to bed in order to get rid of it. Now what are doctors
to do? The rest-cure that was made famous some years ago
by one of the most eminent members of the profession has
the serious disadvantage of overlooking the fact that what
Is wanted is this physiologic cleaning out and stimulating,
'the rest-cure on analysis in the hands of its best users will
be found like the sanatorium treatments, a profound, rigid,
moral box in which the patient is placed to be emotionally
and physically played on by the physician, the rest being
one of the most incidental parts of the whole thing.

Db. Curiian Pope, Louisville, Ky.: I differ with Dr. Massey,
in that I think the term "fatigue" is much better than the
term "neurasthenia." We are all of us prone, though, to
quarrel with terms. If we can only understand what the
terms mean, and if we will only interpret the condition and
not the term and treat the patient and the condition and
not the naifie and the term, we shall frequently do better
work.

THE QUALITY OF DRUGSOLD TO
DITOSING PHYSICIANS *

W.. PUCKNER, PiPhar.D.
Director of the Chemical Laboratory of the American MeMedical

Association
CHICAGO

Last year in reporting the work of the Chemical Labo-
ratory of the American Medical Association bearing on
the quality of unofficial and little-used drugs I took the
ground that drugs which were widely used and which
were sold under competition were likely to be of good
quality and that, on the other hand, little-used drugs
were unreliable and likely to be of poor grade. While
this contention, if correct, would indicate that standard
drugs would be of good quality, no matter where pur-
chased, it has been said repeatedly and insistently in
pharmaceutical circles1 that the drugs sold by "phy-

sicians' supply houses" are uniformly of poor quality.
In general those who made these charges gave no spe-
cific proof of their assertions, and since pharmacists
suffer financially through the dispensing of medicines
by physicians these charges did not appear particularly
convincing. That the charge that physicians dispense
poor drugs was dictated largely by the pharmaceutical
opposition to such dispensing by physicians is perhaps
best shown by the attitude taken by certain drug jour-
nals, which by inference, if not directly, take the stand
that all physicians who dispense their own medicines are
quacks, as may be illustrated by the following:

In the Chicago Retail Druggists Association's C. R.
D. A. News, Dec. 28, 1912, was published an article
entitled "The Quack Dispensing Physician in Chi-
cago," regarding whom it was said: ". . . they put
up the cheapest pill or tablet they can buy from some
obscure pill factory and which in most cases would do
good service if loaded into shotgun shells for the sports-
ma n in quest of game."

A cartoon from the Retail Druggist was published in
N. A. R. D. Notes, the official journal of the National
Association of Retail Druggists, Oct. 24, 1912, p. 135,
entitled "Time to Rescue the Woman from the Gorilla,"
in which is depicted a large gorilla, "the dispensing doc-
tor-quack," running off with a woman, "innocent
patient."

As a large number of physicians for some reason
or other dispense their own medicines, it seemed desir-
able that an investigation of the drugs sent out by these
houses be made in the Chemical Laboratory of the
American Medical Association and the findings pub-
lished, so that physicians might learn something of the
general reliability and competence of this class of phar-
maceutical concerns. This seemed the more important
since, it having been shown that the quality of drugs
depends on competition, a report on the nature of these
drugs would bring about more real competition—that
is, the giving of preference, if differences exist, to those
firms which supply high-quality drugs at moderate cost.

As stated before, those who have made the generalcharges of unreliability against the "physicians' supplyhouses" did not offer specific information as to the drugswhich had been found inferior or to the firms which'
had been proved unreliable. A list of "physicians' sup-
ply houses" deemed worthy of investigation was offered,
however, and it is the products of these firms which it
was undertaken to investigate. As the charges against
the houses which make a specialty of supplying physi-cians included both dishonesty and incompetence, speci-
mens were purchased which should show whether or not
these firms sell adulterated drugs and also show their
competence in so far as -they sell products of their own
manufacture. As it has been shown repeatedly2 that in
the case of little-used drugs or unscientific complex mix-
tures few, if any, pharmaceutical manufacturers have
eared much regarding the quality of such preparations,
in this examination only staple drugs were selected. The
drugs were purchased by an Illinois physician from the
following "physicians' supply houses":

Read in the Section on Pharmacology and Therapeutics of the
American Medical Association, at the Sixty-Fourth Annual Session,
held at Minneapolis, June, 1913.

1. Report of the Committee on Drug Reform, American Phar-
maceutical Association, sixtieth annual meeting, Denver, Aug. 19,
1912, Am. Druggist, September, 1912, p. 50. Report of the Com-
mittee on the Drug Market, American Pharmaceutical Association,sixtieth annual meeting, Denver, Aug. 19, 1912, Am. Druggist,September, 1912, p. 55.

2. Unofficial Preparations of Hydrastis (Golden Seal), Rep.
Chem. Lab. A. M. A., 1908, p. 28, The Journal A. M. A., July 4,
1908, p. 52. Examination of Tablets of Bismuth, Opium and
Phenol, Rep. Chem., Lab., A. M. A., 1908, p. 28, The Journal
A. M. A., July 25, 1908, p. 330. Zinc Permanganate, Rep. Chem.
Lab., A. M. A., 1909, p. 15, The Journal A. M. A., Feb. 6, 1909,
p. 488. The Composition of Commercial Copper Citrate, Rep.Chem. Lab., A. M. A., 1910, p. 27. The Composition of StrychninArsenate, Rep. Chem. Lab., A. M. A., 1910, p. 35, The Journal
A. M. A., 24, 1910, p. 1128. Aromatic Digestive Tablets, Rep.
Chem. Lab., A. M.A.,1910, p.64,TheJournalA.M.A.,Aug.20
1910, p. 710[ill]
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Prank 8, Hetz Company.
The Columbus Pharmacal Company.
Flint, Katon & Co.
McCoy, Howe Company.
The National Drug Company.
The Norwich Pharmacal Company.
Pitman-Myers Company.
The Hay Chemical Company.
A. E. Remick Pharmacal Company.
The 0. F. Sclmiid Chemical Company,
Sutlifl & Case Company.
The Toledo Pharmacal Company.
Triiax. Greene & Co.
The William A. Webster Company.
The Zemmer Company.

Attempts were also made lo purchase tlic products
from the following:

Goslien Pharmacal Company.
Lafayette Pharmacal Company.

Tbe (îoshcn Pharmacal Company did not respond to a

request Eor a price list, while the Lafayette Pharmacal
Company refused to sell ordinary official drugs unless a

supply of ils "specialties" also was purchased. To serve

'

weight determined." A comparison of the morphin
claimed by I he label to be present with the amount indi-
cated by I lie examination shows a range of variation for
the tablets purchased from the "physicians' supply
bouses" of from 84.2 to 115.7 per cent, of the claimed
amount. The morphin content of the tablets purchased
from the "regular" pharmaceutical houses showed a

range of from 95.2 to 102.4 per cent, of the amount
claimed.

The determination of the individual weights of the
tablets showed that the greatest individual variation in
any product from the "physicians' supply houses" ranged
from 88.2 to 117.8 per cent, of the average weight, while
the product of the linn showing the least variability in
weight ranged from 96.2 to 105.4 per cent, of the average
weight. Among the products from the "regular" phar-
maceutical houses the greatest individual variation in
weight ranged from 85.8 to 115.5 per cent, of the
average weight, while the product of least variation
ranged from 95 to 104.5 per cent, of the average weight.

it is seen that the products of the "physicians' sup-
ply houses" showed a wider range in morphin content

TAlîDE 1.—ANALYSES Olí"

Kinn
Heaviest
Table,
in lu

Dichtest
Tablet
in 10

A verane
Weight
,,r m
Tablets

i. Frank s. Betz Co.
2. Tlie Columbus l'lnirmacal

Co.
:•.. Flint, Baton & Co
l. i:li Lilly & Co_

Ö. McCov, Howe Co..
(1, II. K. Muii'ord Co.
7. The National DruK Co
8. The .Norwich Pharmacal c
n. Parke, Davis & Co....

in. Pitman-Myers Co.
II. The Itnv Chemical Co..
IL'. Scllielli'illl & CO.
i::. Tlie (I. K. Schinlil Chem

leal Co.
I I. Sharp & Dolmie.

.15. Sutliir & Case Co..
16, The Toledo Pharmacol C
17. Ti'inix. Greene & Co
18, The William A. Webster C
III. The /.dinner Co. .

0.0842
0.0810
0.0849
0.0267
0.0880
(l.111171
Q.0855
(1.(1202
0.0288
0.0820
0.0489
0.0269
0.0819
0.0821
0.0888
0.0297
«.0818
0.0271
0.0829

0.0307

0.0251
0.021)5
0.0221
0.0273
(1.(1220
0.0297
0.0160
0.0262
0.0269
(I.(1433
0.0219
0.0285
(1.(12 17
0.03(14
0.0289
0.0276
(1.0214
(1.02U0

.'HIN SUDl'IIATE .TABLETS

Difference
Hotween .Mux.
and Min. wt.

(¡m.

Maximum
Percentage

of
Average Wt,

Per Cent.

M illinium
Percentageof AverageWciülil
Per Cent.

-ä£a,H«J2 o£ .2 o a

_

, Ü CM

0.0035
0.0051)
0.0064
ll.llll HI
0.0060
0.0061
0.0068
0.0042
0.0026
ii.iiii.-, 1
0.00660.0040
0.0084
0.0074
0.0029
0.0088
0.0088
(1.0057
0.01)30

106.28
112.07
107.84
111.35
105.74
110.97
109.46
109.72
L04.46
1 ()!).]()
1(1(1.72
105.71

104.110
116.68
106.44
I I 1.05
106.73
117.7(1
107.27

1)4.40

91.47
110.32
92.16
85.01
'.hi.in
91.58
K7.no
85.08
81.71
94.58
S1I.3!)

1)3.71
S5.S2
m;.23
91.78
92.87
S.S.2 I
94.28

05.85
100.52
iicor,

102.89
115.73
101.06
100.58

91.56
1)7.01
89,52
94.67
85.21

104.15
1)5.44

103 80
84.21
88.39
117.53
88.03

as a means of comparison, the several drugs selected for
examination were also obtained through a Chicago whole-
sale house from a number ol' pharmaceutical bouses
whose products are commonly found in drug-stores.
These linns are:

Kl i Lilly & Co.
II. K. Mulford Company.
Parke, Davis & Co.
ScllicllVlill & t'0.
Sharp & Dolime,

With a view ol' detecting possible adulteration or

sophistication, drug preparations containing relatively
high-priced ingredients were purchased, namely, mor-

phin tablets, potassium iodid tablets and fluidextract of
liydrastis (golden seal).

MOIilMI l \ TABLETS
One-fourth grain hypodermic morphin sulphate tab-

lets were purchased from fourteen "physicians' supply
houses" and live From the "regular" pharmaceutical
houses and their morphin content and variation in

than the producís oí regular pharmaceutical houses; yet
the variation in the products of either class of firms is
too small to make it likely that any consideration of
the price of ingredients entered into the making of these
tablets. Further, a comparison of the price of these tab-
lets with the morphin content showed no relation between
these two factors. The results found are given in
Table 1.

POTASSIUM IOD1D TABLETS

Potassium iodid tablets from fifteen "physicians' sup-
ply houses" along with specimens from five "regular"

3. To twenty-four tablets (representing 6 grains of morphin

sulphate) contained in a beaker, 20 c.c. of water are added from

a piet. After solution is complete, 0.25 c.c. of ammoniawater

is added from a buret, the beaker agitated continuouslyforfive

minutes and the container allowed to stand over night. The
crystals are then transferred to a tared Gooch crucible, usingthemotherliquortocompletethetransfer,washedwith10c.c.ofa

saturated, aqueous solution of morphin and dired at60 C. (140F.)

to constant weight. To the weight found, a correction of 0.0076

gm. is added for the morphin remaining in solution.
To fifty tablets (representing 12.5 grainsofmorphinsulphate)

90 c.c. of water and 10 c.c. of diluted hydrochloricacidareadded.

the solution heated to boiling and 5 c.c. of bariumchloridsolutionslowlyadded.Themixtureisallowedtostandovernightandthe

precipitated barium sulphate collected, heated and weighedinthe

usual way.dBaSO4X3.24845=C17H19O3N)2.H2SO4.5H2O.r night and the
precipitated barium sulphate collected, heatedeighed inhe
usual way. H2SO4.5H2O..5H2O.
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pharmaceutical houses were examined. A comparison of
the potassium iodid claimed to be present in the product
of the "physicians' supply houses" with that indicated
by an estimation of the iodin content of these tablets
showed a range of from 88.G to 10G.6 per cent, of the
claimed amount. The products of the five "regular"
pharmaceutical houses showed a range of from 99.1 to
101.4 ner cent, of the claimed content.

This examination shows that the products of the
"pharmaceutical houses" show a markedly smaller varia-
tion than those of the "physicians' supply houses." That
price had nothing to do with the variation is shown by
the fact that the lowest-priced brand is among those
which have the highest content of potassium iodid.
Table 2 gives the results obtained.

TAItl.F. 2.—ANADYSF.S OF POTASSIUM IODID TAW-UTS

Finn

Average
Weightof 10
Tablets

Gin.

8.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
0.

lu.
11,
12.
13.
14.
15.
10.
17.
18.
111.
20.

F. S. BetaCo.
Columbus Pharmacal Co.
Flint, Kuton & Co.
ICH Lilly & Co.
McCoy Howe & Co.
II. K. Mulford Co.
The National Drug Co.
Norwich Pharmacal Co.
Parke, Davis & Co.
Pitman-Myers Co.
Itay Chemical Co. (2 gr. tablets)
A. 10. lîeinlck I'liarniacnl Co.
Schleffelln & Co.,.
O. F. Sclimid Co.
Sharp & Dohinc.
Sulliff & Case Co.
Toledo Pharmacal Co.
Trunx, Greene & Co.
The Win. A. Webster Co.
Tlie Zemmer Co.

0.3331
0.33(13
0.3305
(1.3252
0.8626
0.8266
0.32S1
0.3224
0.3277
0.8208
0.1244
(1.3401
0.3243
(I.325S
0.331(1
o.:3(140
0.34 77
(1.21)01
0.3233
0.3104

* The potassium Iodid coulent was determined by pulverizing
ten tablets, thoroughly mixing the powder and from 0.2 to 0.3 gm.
portions ol' the powder taken and titrated according to the method
of Andrews (.lour. Am. Chem. Soc., xxv, 75d). The average weight
of ten (ablets was determined and from Ihls and the potassium iodid
content of the material constituting the tablets the potassium iodid
content of the average tablet was calculated; the content thus
found, compared with the claimed amount of potassium iodid, Indi-
cated the percentage of claim found.

FLUIDEXTIiACï OF IIYDKASTIS (GOLDEN SEAL)
Fourteen specimens from the "physicians' supply

houses" were obtained and five from "regular" pharma-
ceutical houses. The specimens were assayed accordingto the method of the TJ. S. Pharmacopeia. The. products
of the "physicians' supply houses" were found to range
from 84 to 135 per cent, of the amount required by tlie
U. S. Pharmacopeia, and the products of the "regular"
pharmaceutical houses ranged from 82 to 119.5 per cent,
of the TJ. S. Pharmacopeia standard. While as before
the products of the "physicians' supply houses" show a
wider variation than the products of the "regular"
pharmaceutical houses, the difference in this case is not
great. The-lowest values of the two classes of firms are
practically the same.

Since the assay method for fluidextract of hydrastishas been ollicial for nearly eight-years and is most, sim-
ple, it is rather surprising that a large pharmaceuticalfirm, supposed to have well-equipped scientific labora-
tories, should still be unable to approximate more nearlythe TJ. S. Pharmacopeia standard. Table 3 gives the
results obtained.

'

To test the accuracy of the manufacturing methods
and the technical training of those responsible For the
products sold by the "physicians' supply houses" three
pharmaceutical preparations were selected, namely, solu-

tion of potassium arsenite, or Fowler's solution, ointment
of zinc oxid, or zinc ointment, and fluidextract of digi-
talis.

SOLUTION OF POTASSIUM AUSENITE (FOWLER'S
SOLUTION)

Specimens of solution of potassium arsenite from four-
teen "physicians' supply houses" and five "pharmaceu-
tical houses" were examined. A comparison of the arse-
nic content claimed to be present in the products of the
"physicians' supply houses" with that given by the TJ. S.
Pharmacopeia method for the determination of arsenic
shows a variation of from 80.4 to 103.9 per cent. The
products of the "pharmaceutical houses" showed a varia-
tion of from 96.7 to 102.2 per cent.

TABLE 8, ANALYSES OF FLUID EXTRACTS OF IIYDUASTIS
(GOLDEN SEAL)

Firm
10 S
-

a
— u m

•§ 2°
O u t.
o J¿ ai

Frank s. iteiz Co.
The Columbus Pharmacal Co,Flint. Union & Co.
Eli Lilly & Co.
.McCoy, Howe & Co.
II. K. Mulford Co.The National Drug Co.
The Norwich l'liiiriniical Co...Parke, i in vis & Co.Pitman-Myers & Co.
A. E, Itcmick Pharmacal Co...
Schleffelln & Co.
The O. F. Sclunld Chemical Co.
Sharp & Doliine.
Sutliir & Case Co.

i lie Toledo Pharmacal Co.
Truax. <¡reçue & Co.
The William A Webster Co...
The Zeiunier Co..

50
52
00
40
66
BOf
51
47
47
•I3Í
4(>t50
5(1
47
t

4(>t
57
47
t

2.10
2.08
2.1 5
1.01*
2.01
2.03
2.7(1
2.06
2.07
1.112
1.81
2.12
DOS
2.31)
2.01
2.70
2.1!)
2.52
1.71

* This specimen was assayed In triplicate. The results were1,61, 1.68 and 1,68 gm. hydrastin per hundred c.c. In the last
assay after the two prescribed shakings wilh ether luid been made
a third and a l'oiirlh shaking were curried out nnd the residues
weighed separately, The total Increase was but 0.08 gm, of
hydrastin per hundred c.c.. showing Huit the extraction as directed
by the D. S. 1". was practically complete.

t Maximum ; t Not declared.

Again the products of the "pharmaceutical houses"
vary somewhat less than those of the "physicians' sup-ply houses" and, as was found before, the price does not
indicate quality, as the lowest in arsenic content was
next to the highest in price. While in ordering these
preparations the official title "Solution of Potassium

' Arsenite" was used, the product sent by Parke, Davis
& Co. was labeled "Concentrated Fowler's Solution
(without Lavender) for Preparing Fowler's Solution,"and was stated to be eight times the strength of the
official solution. The preparation sent by Pitman-
Myers Company was labeled "Veterinary Solution,
Potassium Arsenite P-M Co." Table 4 gives the results
obtained.

OXIDE OF ZINC OINTMENT
Oxid of zinc ointment or, as it is commonly known,

zinc ointment, like most other ointments, requires some
skill to make it. Like most other ointments it is prone
to deteriorate and when marketed is likely either to show
signs of deterioration—rancidity of the ointment base
or separation of the solid material from the fat—or else
to have been rendered more permanent by departing
from the official formula. The specimens purchased
were therefore examined, first to determine whether or
not they bad been made according to the TJ. S. P.
formula for zinc oxid ointment, and if not, whether or
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not a proper déclarai ion of the fact was made on Hie
labels. Second, the physical character was noted to
determine whether or not the ointments were satisfactory
preparations, that is, well-made ointments.

Of the lil'tcen preparations obtained from the "physi-
cians' supply houses", five were made with the TJ. S. P.
base, while the remaining, by such terms as "special."
"improved," etc., were acknowledged to have been made
with an unofficial base, generally petrolatum. Tn the
case of the products obtained from the "regular" houses,
four were declared to be made with the TJ. S. P. base.
1 n the case of one specimen, that of Sharp & Dohme,
departure from the TJ. S. P. formula was acknowledged,
m at least hinted at by the statement that it was

' Strength of Unguentum Zinci Oxidi, IT. S. P." This
specimen was found to contain, besides the required
aiuounl of zinc oxid, about 20 per cent, of corn-starch.
As to the physical appearance of the ointment as obtained
ironi the two classes of bouses, those from the "regular"

.TABLE 4.—ANALYSES OP SPECIMENS OF FOWLEB'S
SOLUTION

Firm
es
a b

 2 SI" B u
-.-8 B 2 *

O CJ
EacLI

T5^
H °
O 1
 a « «jH2 b

ü £.gua -¿'S t,
» 3— «

10.
11
IL'
13.
I I

IB.
10.
17.
is.
lb.
20.

Prank S. Betz Co.
'I'he Columbus Pharmacal ('<>
Flint, liai on & Co_ ..
Eli Lilly & Co.
Mel 'oi'. Howe Co.
II. K. Mulford Ci.
The Norwich Pharmacal Co.,
Parke, Davis ft Co. (labeled"Concentrated Fowler's So-

lution").
Pitman-Myers Co.
The Bay chemical Co.
A. K. liemick Pharmacal Co,
NcliicllVlill & Co.
The o. F. seiiinid Chemical
Co.

Sharp & Holline.
Suillir ft Case Co.
The Toledo lMiiirmiical Co.

. .Truax, Greene ft Co.
The William A. Webster Co.

.The Zeiuiiicr Co.

i ).! Hi.-,
1.03(1
0.090
1.022
1.0112
0.071
o.ncs

7.733
0.833
II..S73
0.so I
0.9T8
0.8460.978
1.1 ion
o.nun
0.809
0.1)21
0.888

on. no
103.11
!)!).()

102.2
100.2

!)7.1
00.8

1KÎ.7
88.8
S7.3
Ml..I
97.8
84.0
ÍI7.5

100.2
110.11
80.1)
1)2.1
88.3

The United States Pharmacopeia ivill assay method (or Liquor
otassl Arsenitls was used in making these determinations.

farmacéutica] houses were the best, in spite of the iact
lat the less stable U. S. P. hase was present in three
leeimens out of the five. About five of the others
iproached these very closely while the remaining five
ere more or less markedly inferior products, despite
ic fact that only one-half were made with the U. S. P.

liase.
The determination of zinc oxid4 content denoted some

arialions from the required 30 per cent, standard; but
i no case was the variation sufficient to warrant a charge
i adulteration in any specimen.
The examination oi' zinc oxid ointment clearly points

i the need of extemporaneous preparation by the retail
harniacist of preparations of this sort which are prone
' deteriorate with age, particularly when exposed to

changes in temperature such as arc most likely to occur

during transportation from the manufacturer to the job-
ber, the druggist or the physician.

FLUlDliXTUACT OF DIGITALIS

In view of II"' publicity which has been given the
variability of digitalis preparations and because it is well
known that a lltiidextracl ol' digitalis representing the

TABLE 5—ACTIVITY OF PLUIDEXTBACTS OK DIGITALIS
IN MILLIGRAMS PEU KILOGRAM OF CAT

Firm. SO
• if£iIMP.

 ~ bu
CJ-H
I»«

1. F. S. llelz Co.
I7S
ICI 171

2. The Columbus I'hariuacal Co
115
120 120

8. Flint, Eaton & Co.
20(1
157 I7S

4, Eli Lilly ft Co.
200
170 188

McCoy. Howe Co,
not
lilt
lilt

114

(1. II. K. Mull'ord Co.
88
71

7. The National Drug Co.
198
II.-,
100

106

8. The Norwich Pharmucal Co
188
200 170

0. Parke, Davis ft Co,
no
157 137

lu. I'iliiiaii-Myers Co.

11. Bay Chemical Co.

282
200
184
2(17

200
UM I

240

12. A. 10. lieinick Pharmacal Co

14. The O. 1'. Schmid ('hem. Co

180
198
182

141
117

180

144

IT,. Sharp & Hollino
13(1
1311
144

140

1(1. Slllliir' & Clise Co.
27C,
240 262

1.7. The Toledo Pharmacal Co.
155
184 100

IS. Triuix, Greene & Co.
Killt1B7Ï
mot

155

11). The William A. Webster Co
172
Mill
10(1

170

2o. Tin- Zeuiiner Co.
21(1
288 251

The average of the preparations of tlie "physicians' supply
houses" Is 107 nig. per kilogram ol' cat.

The average of the preparations of the "regular' pluirinaceiillcal
houses is 1311 nig. per kilogram of cat.

Four c.c. of each of Nos. 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 10, 17, 10
and 20 were taken, mixed and diluted with 5 per cent, alcohol and
enough normal salt solution to make each cubic centimeter repre-
sent 20 mg., and this was tested on cats In the same way. The
results of three tests were 187, 150 and 241 mg., an average of
III;-, mg. per kilogram.

» The figures In this column show (he milligrams of drug rep-
resented by the volume of the preparation taken required for 1 kg.
cat lo produce death.

t The ligures in this column were obtained by calculation from
the values "Mg. Drug per Kg. Cat," taking the strongest prepara-
tion us 100.

Î Tincture.

4. While, with the exception of the Sharp & Dohme product,
thenon-fattyconstituent in each case was found to be only zinc
oxid, the estimations of the zinc content were unsatisfactory. Two
methods were employed: (a) direct ignition and weighing of the
residual zinc oxid, and (b) extraction of an ether solution of the
ointment with dilute hydrochloric acid, evaporation of the acid
precipitation of the zinc as basic zinc carbonate and ignition to
zinc oxid. The results obtained by these methods, while permitting
conclusions of variability given above, are not entirely free from
error and hence are not reported.
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lull strength of the drug is dillictili to prepare, this
examination was made to include lluidexlrael of digi-talis. The results of an examination promised to be the
.'e interesting because the firms which supply the
drug trade have laid much slress on the quality ol' their
products, which are claimed to be physiologically assayed.The smaller houses, mi |he other hand, unless they pur-chase their supply elsewhere, may be assumed not to
standardize their digitalis préparai ions. Accordinglylluidexlrael of digitalis was ordered from the "physi-cians' supply houses"' included in (he list and also from
four pharmaceutical linns. While all of these firms
agreed lo furnish lluidexlrael of digitalis, and while in
each ease lluidexlrael of digitalis was the item set down
in the invoice, in two cases the preparations sent were
labeled -Tin, lure Digitalis. V. S. P." While they were
examined and are included in the list, it should be borne
in mind that a reliable tincture is more easily .le.

The examination ol' the digitalis preparations was
made in the Loomis laboratory of Cornell University,
under the direction of Dr. R. A. Hatcher, the "cat
method" of Hatcher being \\^^i\ for the lests. Table 5
gives the results obtained.

The demonstrations represented in Table f> were made
¡vith the understanding that exactness was not necessary,
d being desired to know whether or not the specimens
represented a good quality of digitalis. When such
enormous variations in activity are dealt with as are
shown between the several specimens it matters little
whether or not a very exact figure for any one prepara-ron is determined, and hence the results reported are

sufficiently exact.
The table confirms the generally held belief that com-

mercial digitalis preparations vary most widely, for it is
seen that the H. K. Mulford préparai ion, the most
active, is four times as active as the weakest, that of the
I'ay Chemical Company. Even the four preparations of
'be pharmaceutical linns, which may be assumed to have
been checked bj physiologic assay, show a variation of
more than 100 per cent, in strength. The activity of
I hese specimens is such that only the lluidexlrael of the
Columbus Pharmaca 1 Company and of the H. K. Mul-
ford Company fully represent a digitalis of good quality.While the products of the four "regular" pharmaceutical bouses (KM Lilly & Co., 11. K. Mulford Company,Parke, Davis & Co., and Sharp & Dohiue) show a wide
variation, the product of Eli Lilly & Co. having onlyl"- per cent. (,f (he strength of tlie Mulford preparation,the products of the "physicians' supply houses" show a
lower and still wider range of strength. Here the
Wrongest lluiilexlraet has a strength of 66 per cent, of
'lie Mulford product, while the lowest has a strength of
but 2'.) per cent. Since there is no ollieial standard for
'ligilalis preparations, and in view of the fact that the
Physiologic methods employed by pharmaceutical houses
 '"'c in general claimed only to guarantee uniformity for
""' produel of a particular lirm, no sharp conclusion
''an be drawn from this investigation. II does show.however, thai in general the products of the "physicians'
 npply bouses" are less active than those obtained from
""' pharmaceutical linns.

CONCLUSIONS

although the examinations reported in the precedingdo not cover a wide held. Ihey are sufficient to show that
the random charge of sophistication and adulterationwhich has been repeatedly made against "physicians" sup-ply houses'' is unjustified. It shows, on the contrary,that, as has been argued before, standard drugs arc likely

to be of fair quality. On the other hand. I he examina
(ion does show thai the products put out by this class
of firms, without being sold al a materially lower price,
are less reliable as regards uniformity than (hose of the
pharmaceutical houses. In other words, while "physi-cians' supply houses" do not deliberately adulterate or
sophisticate their standard drugs, their products are evi-
dently produced by those who are less competent and less
skilled than arc those of the "regular" pharmaceuticalhouses.

- A discussion of the products of pharmaceutical houses
would he incomplete without reference to what appears
lo he the highest aspiration of pharmaceutical manufac-
turers, namely: a long list, of "specialties" and "elegant
pharmaceuticals." When one compares this class of
preparations as put out by the two classes of firms one
is struck with the fact that the specialties of the "phy-sicians' supply houses" arc a little more unscientific, a
little more devised to mislead or cheat the user, are a
little more brazen in their imitation of fraudulent and
worthless proprietaries and more deliberately aimed to
satisfy the unthinking physicians than are those of the
"regular" pharmaceutical manufacturers.

While the specialties of the "physicians' supply houses"
do not differ radically from tlie specialties sold by the
• 'regular" pharmaceutical houses, their use is more likelyto be uncritical. For this reason they are a constan!
invitation to the dispensing doctor to shirk the expensesof keeping in stock and the labor of selecting the medi-
cines which his patient should have, and instead to treat
all diseases with a few of the "shotgun" prescriptions
which he may have bought.

fi:¡r> North Dearborn Street.

ABSTRACT OF DISCUSSION
Dr. B. Kan row, Chicago: The report of Professor Puekner

shows how valuable the work of the Council on Chemistry and
Pharmacy is. It seems to lie niiiid-ol'-ull wink. It, »hows, too,
how absolutely fair the Council is in its reports. As there
is a danger, perhaps, that this assembly might be taken to
be in favor of dispensing by physicians, 1 offer the following
resolutions for your consideration:

Whereas, Dispensing by physicians is liable to lead to
inadequate medication l>y restricting the practitioner to a
generally very limited stock of drugs; and

Whereas, The physician, unless he be also a pharmacist]
is not qualified by training or experience to judge of the purity¡mil strength of the drugs he dispenses, or- to take can' of
their propel preservation, or to prepare them for that form
of administration most suitable for the patient's needs, makingindividualiza! inn in treatment impossible; and

Whereas, The public is insufficiently safeguarded againstdangerous and even fatal mistakes, when only one mind and
hand stands between I lie poison and the patient, therefore be it

Resolved, That the American Medical Association advise
its members against dispensing, excepting in eases of emer-

gency or when the services of a properly qualified pharmacist
are not available.

Dit. Kay L, WlLBUB, San francisco: We could not as a
section put ourselves on public record as favoring this reso-
lut ion. We could only recommend it to the House of Dele-
gales for their action.

Du. M. I. W'n.uKiiT, Washington, D. C.: Substantially the
same suggestion as Dr. Kantus proposes is made in the Code
of Ethics adopted by the American MedicaJ Association at
Atlantic City last your ami embodied In the "Principles of
Médirai Ethics."

Dn. l!.\i.en St. .1. Perry, Farmington, Minn.: In order to
aid discussion I second the motion.
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Dr. Alexander S. von Manskelde, Ashland, Neb.: I am

sorry the gentleman seconded the motion. We know how
very little we know; let us not publish the fact to the world
at large. I warn the gentleman that unless he withdraws his
second I will move the laying of that motion on the table,
because it is injudicious.

Dr. Ralph St. J. Perry, Farmington, Minn. : I am glad
that I seconded that motion; otherwise we should not have
had that open confession. I withdraw my second. This sub-
ject has been discussed in The Western Druggist and N. A.
R. D. Notes; the journals have been rampant on the question
of double standards of the drugs put up by the manufacturing
pharmacists, asserting that they put up one grade to supply
the dispensing doctor and another to supply the pharmacist.
When 1 go to the editor and say, "I am a dispensing doetor
and I want to know the manufacturer who puts up two
grades, one for the dispensing doctor, an inferior grade, and
another for the pharmacist, a superior grade; tell me which
one of the manufacturing linns puts out the poor quality of
drugs for the physician and which puts out the standard stock
for the druggist," not one of them will give names. Pro-
fessor Remington and others of the older members will recall
that that same question relating to quinin pills was raised
years ago. The societies and journals were burdened with
papers detailing the differences in strength in various quinin
pills and these shortages were represented by giving ligures
for the firms manufacturing the pills. There was not one

analyst who had backbone enough to give the names of the
firms. Professor Puckner has shown in The Journal that
certain drug-houses are manufacturing drugs which are not
up to the proper strength. Now when Professor Puckner
publishes these statements we should like to have him name
the man. He gave two or three instances in which the drugs
ran below the standard. He did not say whether that was
a sporadic or a chronic accident. Was more than one test
of the same product made? I want to know whether the
low standard was an occasional or a constant condition.

Du. P. J. Wulling, Minneapolis: This question of inferi-
ority of tablets and pills is as old as the hills. The ques-
tion that we should concern ourselves with is: Are things
getting better or are they at a standstill? Arc drugs of
to-day more reliable, more efficient than they were ten or

twenty years ago? If so, conditions are getting better; if
not, something should be done, and a body like this should
see that standards are laid down and then observed. Has
Professor Puckner noticed improvements?

Prop. W. A. Puckner, Chicago: I have given only an
abstract of the work, and when the entire report is published
the source of each drug examined will be given. Whether or
not the variation is sporadic I am unable to say at this time.
The work was taken up because of the insistence on the
pharmaceutical press during the last year of the utter worth-
lessnoss of the drugs supplied to physicians by supply houses.
The examination was based on a single specimen bought
from the linn. It may have been an accident. Tlie particular
ease of fluid hydrastis surprised me as being below standard,
inasmuch as it was the product of a manufacturing house
that is generally believed to stand high. I was informed
by Professor Clark of the Illinois School of Pharmacy that ho
also had examined a specimen and found it of distinctly
inferior quality. It is quite likely that he obtained a sample
from the same barrel my sample came from. 1 believe that
the reports from the chemical laboratory have done something
in the direction of improvement. It is to the credit of no
firm to be found wanting and it will, no doubt, cost a firm
a good deal in loss of prestige to have its products found
inferior. I believe that no linn has deliberately adulterated.
The amount of money to be gained in that way is insufficient.
Standard drugs have improved decidedly. On the other hand,
some work done in the laboratory with complex mixtures—
things which were utterly worthless anyhow—has been pub-
lished of late, including a third examination of a certain tablet,
the investigation covering three years. These firms have done
practically nothing to improve their products, evidently think-
ing that any physician who is fool enough to prescribe such

mixtures does not deserve to get good drugs. The same 1
think can safely be said also of the worthless drugs supplied
to the physician who prescribes them. He is not competent
to know the difference and he does not care, and the pharma-

.eist does not care either. I think that the high-grade drugs
have improved decidedly.

SYPHILIS AND THE NERVOUS SYSTEM
JOSEPH COLLINS, M.D.

Physician to the Neurological Institute of New York
NEW YORK

If all that has been written on the subject of syphilis
were collected and made readily accessible a lifetime
would probably be too short in which to peruse it. What
excuse have I then for adding to it? Have I something
to say that will add to the sum total of our knowledge
of it, and which shared with you will combat the disease
more successfully? I have definite views concerning
the treatment of syphilis based on a very large experi-
ence with the important clinical display of syphilis, that
of the nervous system, which are not generally accepted,
but which should be accepted that syphilis may be suc-
cessfully treated. I do not mean to say that these views
are original, for I know that they are taught by many
progressive syphilologists. They are not held by the
rank and file of the profession, however, if I may judge
from an extensive contact with them.

The treatment of syphilis has entered a new era; first,
because we have a test for its detection and, second,
because we have had added to our means of combating
it a curative agency that equals and probably exceeds
mercury. Although skeletal and visceral syphilis are not
so flagrant in their display as they were a hundred or
even fifty years ago, because of the universal conformity
to most of the laws of hygiene, syphilis is still a scourge
and a pestilence, a menace to the health and efficiency of
every nation.

Fortunately we need not concern ourselves with the
origin of syphilis. Each European nation accused the
other in turn of carrying the disease to its shores and
all accused America, What we really know about it is
that Girolamo Pracastorio (1483-1553), a Veronese phy-
sician and poet, gave it the name and described its
origin, course and treatment in hexameter verse. The
hero of the poem, a shepherd, Sypbilus by name, in the
employ of King Alcithous, has blasphemed the Sun and
this deity in a moment of wrath strikes him with the
disease of which Venus has had a monopoly in modern
times :

A Shepherd once (distrust not ancient Fame)
Possessed these Downs and Syphilus his Name,
A thousand heifers in these Vales he fed,
A thousand Ewes to those fair Rivers led.

He is cured of the disease by the nymph Americi
(America) who administers guaiacum. This poem,
which deserves to be read even to-day, is apparently
well-nigh forgotten save by a few litterateurs and physi-
cians. A translation of it is to be found in the third
part of Dryden's "Miscellany." The poem seems indeed
to have been widely read and to have been given serious
consideration. The worst that can be said of it, com-
ments Professor Saintsbury, is that it could have been
done much better in prose a criticism that may be made
with even greater justice of much modern English
poetry—"The Widow in the Bye Street," for instance.

The oration in medicine before the Illinois State Medical Soci-
ety held in Peoria, Ill., May 22, 1913.
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